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Abstract 
As the population in developed countries ages, patients with multiple chronic conditions are becoming more common. 
These patients are increasingly being managed with multiple concurrent medications and their medication regimens are 
frequently described as complex. Despite the significant challenges that complexity poses for clinical decision-making, the 
adherence of patients to their medication regimens and patient health and wellbeing, a robust understanding of this term in 
the context of medication regimens, is lacking. Here, it is shown that the essential feature of complex medication regimens 
is the multiplicity of rules that constitute their basic structure, rather than their intrinsic comprehensibility. Medication 
regimen complexity is a measure of the size of the consolidated medication script, or the shortest possible list of rules, for 
that medication regimen. A protocol is suggested for the consolidation of a medication regimen and the measurement and 
reduction of regimen complexity. This involves simplifying dosing instructions, consolidating the rules for taking 
medications, determining the number of rules in the consolidated medication script and eliminating or modifying rules 
towards a more parsimonious treatment plan. Following this protocol may reduce the burden on the patient associated with 
adhering to the treatment regimen and thus promote patient-centred outcomes, such as improved health and quality of life, 
key components of the general move towards person-centered medicine. 
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Introduction 
 

Mrs. C is a 90-year-old independent, cognitively 
intact woman with congestive heart failure, 
hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, fibromyalgia, 
osteoarthritis, disk degeneration, chronic low back 
pain, primary hypothyroidism, and a long history of 
undiagnosed dizziness. Her medication regimen 
currently consists of 11 medications, each of which 
should be administered according to one of five 
unique dosing schedules. Each medication is taken 
via one of three different routes of administration. 
Mrs. C’s medication regimen demands that she take 
at least nine pills daily [1]. 

 
The developed world is in the midst of a dramatic 

demographic transition. The population is aging rapidly [2] 

and patients like Mrs. C are becoming more common. A 
substantial number of adults now live with a significant 
burden of chronic diseases [3]. 

Pharmacotherapy is a central component of chronic 
disease management. Studies indicate a significant increase 
in prescribing for primary prevention of diseases such as 
osteoporosis and to forestall further deterioration in 
chronic conditions such as cardiovascular disease [4]. As a 
consequence, the use of multiple concurrent medications is 
becoming common [4-6]. Older adults are the population 
most frequently being prescribed these multiple-
medication treatment regimens, often in a context where 
informative evidence of harm and benefit does not exist [7-
9]. 

The challenges of caring for real patients like Mrs. C 
would prompt many to label several aspects of this case as 
complex. Complexity is a popular term in modern medical 
dialogue, yet the variable meaning in different contexts 
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obscures understanding of the intended meaning in any 
given instance. Diseases are sometimes considered 
complex, describing the relatively greater number of genes 
that determine their expression [10,11]. Patients like Mrs. 
C are also said to be complex based on the multiple 
diagnoses they carry [12,13]. Even when describing a 
single entity, the clinical use of the adjective complex is 
often ambiguous. 

To complicate matters further, Mrs. C’s medication 
regimen could also be considered complex in various 
reports, due to the indicated routes of drug administration 
[14,15], number of medications [14-17] and dosing 
frequency of some of the medications [14-18]. Complex 
medication regimens are difficult for patients to understand 
and challenging for physicians to manage. Clinicians often 
rely on clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) to inform 
clinical decision-making. Recent studies have conclusively 
shown that CPGs neglect complex medication regimens 
and often fail to discuss multi-morbidity [19,20]. 

Adherence, or the extent to which medication-taking 
behaviour is consistent with the prescribed medication 
regimen, is often poor in medication regimens described as 
complex, which may have negative implications for patient 
health [21]. Yet, even for adherent patients, the 
considerable burden of following a complex treatment 
regimen may itself carry negative implications for health 
and wellbeing, which remain unexplored. 

Despite the challenges that complexity poses for 
decision-making, adherence and patient health and 
wellbeing, a robust understanding of this term in the 
context of medication regimens is lacking. Studies that 
have considered medication regimen complexity have not 
defined the concept, or have done so inadequately. This 
includes studies that have constructed indexes to measure 
medication regimen complexity [14-16] and which have 
usually either described the factors that contribute 
quantitatively to regimen complexity, or have defined 
medication complexity as the sum of these factors. 

Here, we seek to define medication regimen 
complexity, which is an important concept for the 
individualized and thus person-centered care of those 
burdened by advanced medication regimens. Complexity is 
an objective, intrinsic property of all medication regimens 
that is independent of the various constructs used to 
represent it in the literature. A protocol is proposed for the 
consolidation of a medication regimen to promote 
coherence and comprehensibility and the measurement and 
reduction of regimen complexity to enhance person-
centered medicine. 

 
 

Complexity as comprehensibility 
 

While few studies have explicitly defined medication 
regimen complexity, the creators of the Medication 
Regimen Complexity Index operationalized the definition 
by declaring that “drug regimen-related factors influencing 

adherence constitute regimen complexity” [14]. This 
definition seems too inclusive, as there are many factors 
related to a medication regimen that may influence 
adherence, but surely do not constitute complexity, for 
instance, cost or the tendency to be poorly tolerated by the 
patient. 

Certain medication regimen-related factors may 
influence adherence specifically by making the regimen 
less comprehensible and the adjective complex is often 
used as a synonym for difficult to understand [22]. We will 
briefly consider the position that medication regimen 
complexity consists of the characteristics of the regimen 
that influence its comprehensibility. 

The degree to which patients are able to comprehend 
their medication regimen is dependent on their particular 
cognitive status. This does not imply that there are not 
characteristics of all medication regimens that universally 
influence comprehension to varying degrees. These 
characteristics might include the clarity of instructions 
given to the patient or their organization in a format that is 
easy to navigate. However, clarity and organization are 
determined by the way in which the information is 
presented to the patient. These are characteristics not of the 
medication regimen, but of the verbal or written list of 
instructions. If comprehensibility is to be an intrinsic 
property of the medication regimen in and of itself, it must 
not depend on how the regimen is communicated. 

In considering the meaning of intrinsic complexity, it 
was previously suggested that this property is related to 
how the regimen is structured [18]. It will be argued in the 
next section that medication regimen complexity is indeed 
a kind of structural complexity. If structure is the only 
medication regimen-related factor that determines 
complexity, then we can dispense with the necessity of 
complexity as comprehensibility in defining medication 
regimen complexity. Structures are considered complex if 
they consist of many different, connected parts [22]. 
Structurally complex entities may sometimes be difficult to 
comprehend, but this is not their essential feature. In 
describing a medication regimen, one cannot substitute 
difficult to adhere to or difficult to comprehend for the 
term intrinsically complex. 

 
 

Complexity as multiplicity 
 

A different view of complexity is captured by the use of 
the term to describe complex diseases as being determined 
by several genes or complex patients as carrying several 
diagnoses: complexity as multiplicity. With respect to a 
medication regimen, an important question is: a 
multiplicity of what determines complexity? 

A treatment regimen is a set of regular therapeutic 
actions or behaviours to be followed by the patient and 
since they are prescribed, these have the form of general 
rules. For those being treated for chronic illness, many of 
these rules concern medications. Medication-related rules 
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constitute the medication regimen, which is a subset of the 
treatment regimen. The medication regimen is built up 
from these rules; that is to say that they constitute the basic 
structure of the regimen. The regimen has the invariant 
form of a list of rules, each of which is to be independently 
followed. Thus, it is not the arrangement of rules that 
determines structural complexity of the regimen, but the 
multiplicity of distinct rules. 

These rules have a similar content and grammar to 
those written on pill bottles, for instance, “take x orally 
before bed”. Each medication-taking rule of a medication 
regimen contains three parts: the medication to be 
administered (including dosage), the route of 
administration and when or under what conditions the rule 
is to be followed (a qualifier). The qualifier includes either 
a time, usually one that is relative to the daily routine of 
the patient (“with breakfast”, “every Monday before bed”, 
etc.), or another condition that should trigger taking the 
medication (“as needed”, if blood sugar exceeds a certain 
value, etc.). These rules are the elementary units of the 
medication regimen and it is from these that we can 
understand the meaning of medication regimen complexity 
proposed in the next section. 

 
 

Elegant computer programs and 
consolidated medication scripts 

 
Albert Einstein noted that the fundamental units of a 
scientific theory were the irreducible rules from which all 
other rules in the theory could be derived, writing that 
“Fundamental concepts and postulates, which cannot be 
further reduced logically, form the essential part of a 
theory,” [23]. While the rules of a medication regimen 
cannot be reduced to a fewer number of more fundamental 
rules by the laws of formal logic, they can be consolidated 
by the laws of common sense. By this, we mean that rules 
should be merged when the combined rule would present 
the same instructions in fewer lines. For instance, if two 
medications are to be taken orally at the same time of day, 
the rules governing the taking of each can be consolidated 
into one rule for the taking of both. Not only does this 
present the information in a concise and palatable form, 
but consolidation is a necessary step in the creation of the 
consolidated medication script for a given medication 
regimen. 

In order to formulate the definition of a consolidated 
medication script, we will turn briefly to the philosopher 
and computer scientist Gregory Chaitin. His Algorithmic 
Information Theory (AIT) is a field of theoretical computer 
science that models theories using computer programs 
[24]. According to AIT, the complexity of a theory is 
represented by the size of the computer program needed to 
generate it, with more complex theories requiring larger 
programs. This notion of complexity is also one of 
multiplicity, namely, it considers the number of bits 
needed to encode the program. While multiple computer 

programs, each coded differently, could represent the same 
output, the elegant computer program, according to 
Chaitin, is the smallest program that can produce a given 
output [24]. 

In analogy to Chaitin’s elegant program, the 
consolidated medication script is the shortest list of rules 
that can produce a given medication regimen, assuming 
perfect adherence. A necessary requirement of the 
consolidated medication script is that it represents the 
medication regimen in its entirety. A second important 
requirement is that it must represent only one unique 
medication regimen, or in other words, it cannot permit 
multiple interpretations. Thus, in communicating dosing 
frequencies, phrases like once daily, twice daily, and so on, 
should be avoided, as it has been shown that patients vary 
in how they interpret these kinds of ambiguous instructions 
[25]. 

Drafting the consolidated script, a task that few 
patients presently undertake on their own [25], requires 
consolidating rules that govern different medications when 
these medications are to be taken via the same route of 
administration and when the same conditions are met. As a 
consequence, the consolidated medication script facilitates 
understanding of the medication regimen and may be 
helpful in promoting adherence and reducing the burden of 
interpreting the regimen. Medication regimen complexity 
is a measure of the size of the consolidated medication 
script, or the shortest possible list of rules, for that 
regimen. It is equal to the number of rules in the 
consolidated script. More complex medication regimens 
require that the patient adhere to a greater number of rules. 
The process for creating a consolidated medication script 
and measuring medication regimen complexity is 
summarized in Figure 1, steps 1-4. 

 
 

Opening case revisited 
 

Mrs. C routinely takes the following medications: 
Nitro-Dur (0.4mg/hr patch once daily), enalapril 
(5mg tablet twice daily), nitroglycerin (0.4mg/dose 
aerosol spray as needed), diltiazemXc (360mg tablet 
once daily), furosemide (40mg tablet once daily), 
simvastatin (40mg tablet once daily), levothyroxine 
(0.088mg tablet once daily), clopidogrel (75mg tablet 
once daily), amitriptyline (10mg tablet at bedtime), 
zopiclone (5mg tablet, half tablet at bedtime), and 
alendronate (70mg tablet once weekly) [1]. 

 
Mrs. C’s primary care physician or pharmacist should 

ask her when it would be most convenient to take her 
medications. She might decide that it is easiest for her to 
remember to take most of her medications in the morning 
before breakfast, the second dose of enalapril before dinner 
and the alendronate at the start of the week when she is 
preparing her pillbox.  The   consolidated   script   for    her  
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Figure 1. Steps in the creation of the consolidated medication script for a medication regimen and the reduction 
of medication regimen complexity 
 

  
 1. Decide on the medication regimen, based on benefits, harms and patient preferences concerning medications to be 
 taken and dosing schedules to be followed. This must be done with attention to all the available evidence and the 
 uncertainty concerning prescribing multiple medications, especially in populations where the evidence for their 
 use is limited. 

 
 2. Determine a qualifier that is not open to interpretation for each rule that governs the administration of medications 
 (“medication-taking rules”). This should be done with patient input as to when they would prefer to take their 
 medications. 

 
 3. Draft the consolidated medication script for the medication regimen, including medication-taking rules that each 

have the following form. 
 
<medication(dosage)1, medication(dosage)2,…medication(dosage)n>, <route of administration>, <qualifier: when the rule is to be 

followed> 
 
Rules that govern when to take medications can only be consolidated if they contain an identical route of administration and qualifier. 
There is no limit to how many medications may be included in a single rule, so long as they are all to be taken at once by the same route. 
Rules that do not govern when to take medications but are included in the medication regimen (such as dietary restrictions) should be 
included in the consolidated medication script. 
 
4. Calculate the medication regimen complexity, where 
 

Complexity = number of rules in the consolidated medication script 
 

5. Reduce the complexity of the medication regimen by (a) eliminating rules, and (b) modifying rules so they may 
be subsequently consolidated, where the predicted benefits for the patient outweigh the predicted harms. 
 
 
 
medication regimen would then appear as written in Figure 
2. In absolute terms, the medication regimen complexity is 
6 (Figure 2). Relative to another patient with 
hypothyroidism and no other comorbid conditions who is 
taking one tablet of levothyroxine each day, Mrs. C’s 
medication regimen is very complex. 
 
Figure 2. Consolidated medication script for a patient 
taking 11 different medications 
 
 
1. Nitro-Dur 0.4mg/hr patch before breakfast 
2. enalapril 5mg tablet, diltiazemXc 360mg tablet, furosemide 
    40mg tablet, simvastatin 40mg tablet, levothyroxine 
    0.088mg tablet, and clopidogrel 75mg tablet before breakfast 
3. enalapril 5mg tablet before dinner 
4. amitriptyline 10mg tablet and zopiclone 2.5mg (half tablet) at 
    bedtime 
5. alendronate 70mg tablet in the morning on Mondays 
6. nitroglycerin 0.4mg/dose aerosol spray as needed 
 
 

It should be noted that the enalapril’s two daily doses 
constitute two distinct rules, each of which determines a 
unique time of day when the medication should be taken 
(Figure 2). The qualifier “twice daily”, for Mrs. C, would 
mean “before breakfast and before dinner”. As a general 
rule, a qualifier may not contain the conjunction and when 
this precedes a second condition that could independently 
be met to trigger execution of the rule. However, it may 

contain and if and only if both conditions separated by this 
conjunction must be met to trigger execution of the rule. 
For instance, the qualifier in the rule for taking alendronate 
could be written less succinctly as “in the morning and 
only on Mondays” (Figure 2). 

Other rules that are part of the medication regimen, but 
do not govern when and how medications are to be taken, 
should also be included in the consolidated medication 
script. These may include dietary restrictions, such as 
“avoid grapefruit”, or other precautions, such as “do not 
operate heavy machinery”. These rules need only be 
prescribed if they are relevant to the patient. If the patient 
would never reasonably operate heavy machinery, this rule 
need not be included in the medication regimen or the 
consolidated medication script. All rules listed in the 
consolidated script, whether or not they determine 
medication-taking behaviour, contribute equally to 
medication regimen complexity. 
 
 
Reducing complexity and forming 
habits 

 
The final step in the process of creating a patient-

centred consolidated medication script is to find ways to 
reduce the complexity of the medication regimen that it 
reflects (Figure 1, step 5). Referring to the fundamental 
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rules of a theory, Einstein believed that “it is the grand 
object of all theory to make these irreducible elements…as 
few in number as possible” [23]. This is in line with the 
philosophy that it is the raison d’etre of science to simplify 
nature so that it may be made intelligible. Surely, the 
simplification of the patient’s medication regimen should 
be considered one of several worthy pursuits of the 
prescriber. This process requires patient input and careful 
trade-offs, often between treatment efficacy on the one 
hand and simplicity and convenience on the other. 

 The complexity of the medication regimen can be 
reduced through editing the consolidated medication script. 
The first way to do so is by eliminating rules. Although 
some prescribers might be concerned that reducing the 
number of doses or discontinuing certain medications 
would cause harm, there is little evidence to justify the 
concurrent use of frequently prescribed medications, or 
even their individual use in certain patients, especially 
those with comorbidities or the elderly [7-9]. In fact, a 
group that has followed a systematic approach to reducing 
the number of medications used by elderly patients has 
produced marked benefits for their patients [26,27]. 

Another mechanism of potentially reducing 
medication regimen complexity is substituting longer 
acting preparations for preparations that require multiple 
dosing. For instance, in Mrs. C’s case, substituting a 
delayed release preparation of enalapril that could be taken 
in the morning instead of the two doses she currently takes 
would decrease her medication regimen complexity by one 
(Figure 2). Finally, medications that were formerly taken at 
different times could be taken at the same time of day. 
While we can predict that reducing medication regimen 
complexity would make it easier for a patient to adhere, the 
success of these changes should be evaluated only after a 
trial with that patient. 

We suspect that reducing the number of rules to be 
followed benefits the patient by lowering the number of 
habits they must form. When the information is presented 
as a consolidated list of rules, the burden on the patient has 
less to do with understanding their regimen and more to do 
with remembering the rules and the inconvenience of 
adhering to them. 

Rules are more likely to become engrained habits 
when they are constant. In contrast, high complexity may 
disproportionately lower adherence and quality of life in 
new medication regimens or those that are adjusted 
frequently. As a tool for personalized care, medication 
regimen complexity is best assessed in the context of 
chronically ill patients, who are more likely to be taking 
their medications for an extended period of time. This is 
also the population that would most benefit from its use, as 
the burden of complex medication regimens is often the 
greatest. 

 
 

Comparison with previous 
measures of complexity 

 
Medication regimen complexity is a property that is 
intrinsic to the structure of the medication regimen. In 
comparison, medication regimen complexity indexes are 
constructs and were validated based on their consistency 
with the expert opinion of physicians and pharmacists [14-
16]. As an absolute value, medication regimen complexity 
does not depend on the clinical judgment of the prescriber 
or the cognitive status of the patient, although its influence 
on a particular patient will be relative. 

Contrary to previous ways in which it has been 
conceived [14-17], medication regimen complexity does 
not necessarily increase if one adds more medications to 
the regimen. This is because medication regimen 
complexity is not influenced by the content of medication-
taking rules. Just as the complexity of a disease may 
depend on the number of genes that are implicated or the 
complexity of a patient may depend on the number of 
comorbid conditions, medication regimen complexity 
depends only on the number of rules to be adhered to. It 
would seem bizarre to consider the number of nucleotide 
base pairs in each gene when assessing the complexity of a 
disease, or the number of letters in each diagnosis when 
assessing the complexity of a patient. It should seem 
equally strange to consider the number of medications in 
each rule when determining the complexity of a regimen. 

In general, an increase in the number of daily doses of 
a drug may increase complexity, consistent with previous 
measures [14-18]. This is not guaranteed, however, as 
adding a second dose that is to be taken with another 
medication already in the regimen would not increase 
complexity as defined here. 

 
 
 

Medication regimen complexity and 
personalized care 

 
Previous conceptions of medication regimen complexity 
have decontextualized components of unique regimens, 
such as the number of medications or routes of 
administration, computed them to generate a number and 
often compared this score to patient adherence at a 
population level. Not only does this approach ignore the 
structural complexity of a particular regimen as a whole, 
but it cannot tell you how an individual patient will adhere 
to their regimen and it neglects the burden of adherence 
experienced by the patient, as a unique, patient-centred 
outcome. 

Medication regimen complexity should be 
manipulated by clinician and patient together in the context 
of patient-specific characteristics and values with a motive 
to improving mutually agreed-upon goals of therapy. 
Insofar as adherence may improve the clinical 
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effectiveness of medications and enhance patient health 
and wellbeing, this is one laudable goal. Yet, adherence 
may also be a crutch for patients that lament the loss of 
time, energy and freedom associated with following their 
medication regimen. Reducing medication regimen 
complexity may address all of these determinants of 
patient health and quality of life. 

Further, the process of creating a consolidated 
medication script is itself valuable to the delivery of 
patient-centred care as it involves removing ambiguous 
instructions, simplifying dosing times based on patient 
preference and consolidating the list of medications to 
promote better comprehension. Those who use this 
approach to medication regimen complexity will find that 
its elegance lies in its simplicity. Parsimony is an often 
overlooked principle in the approach to ethical, 
conscientious clinical decision-making, but in an age of 
complex diseases, patients and medication regimens, it will 
surely serve physicians and their patients reliably. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

Medication regimen complexity is a property intrinsic to 
the structure of a medication regimen that relates to the 
number of rules patients must adhere to. The process 
suggested here for consolidating the rules for administering 
medications and minimizing medication regimen 
complexity may decrease the burden of adherence and, 
consequently, improve adherence itself, as well as other 
downstream outcomes. Future studies could test this 
hypothesis by subjecting the approach to experimental 
trials and may reveal important deficiencies in its design or 
challenges to its execution. 

Medications are only one component of treatment 
regimens for the chronically ill. The general approach 
suggested offers a heuristic for thinking more broadly 
about treatment regimen complexity and a consolidated 
treatment plan that can render therapy less taxing for the 
patient. The best treatment plan for an individual patient 
contains the absolute fewest number of rules necessary to 
meet all of the goals of treatment. In all components of 
therapy, parsimony is a prerequisite for optimal patient-
centred care and of the move towards person-centered 
medicine. 
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